
Want to improve site
productivity?
The saying “time is money” rings true, and 
an operation can save time and achieve 
many financial and operational advantages 
from streamlining manual, tedious 
processes. Gain back valuable time, 
reduce costs, attract more customers 
through faster response and delivery 
times, increase profits, and outsmart the 
competition, to name a few.

Connect your processes for sales, office, and dispatch

Apex will:You want to:
Simplify and integrate systems

Eliminate billing errors due to dual and manual data entryImprove billing accuracy and speed

Provide constant status into job progressUtilize your assets more effectively

Deliver visibility that reduces phone calls and ensures 
data accuracy from quote-to-cash 

Improve communications

Apex
Aggregate and cement operations

35%+
Reduction to time in plant



With Apex, we have 
instant visibility of 
our assets, including 
their location and the 
progress of each job 
they’re assigned.
Chris Eichman
Vice President
Midwest Concrete Materials

Lift Bulk Materials Out of the Dark Ages 
Apex technology is specific to the needs of bulk materials 
suppliers and is based on years of industry expertise. 
Digitize and simplify manual processes allowing personnel 
to focus on more important tasks. Real-time integration 
with gate controls and devices, third-party offerings and ERP 
systems opens the door to a new level of efficiency and data 
accuracy.

Streamline Information Across Your Processes
Point-of-sale modules interface directly with the quoting, 
dispatch, transportation management, and back-office 
modules to ensure that information flows quickly and 
accurately.

Insight into Your Deliveries
Timeliness and accuracy of your delivery process can be 
enhanced, not only with company-owned vehicles, but third-
party as well. Keep trucks on the road and spaced evenly 
with moving geo-fences on pavers and real-time alerts.

Connect All the Moving Parts
Advanced scale ticketing software works seamlessly with 
simple site-automation technologies to deliver impressive 
improvements in the speed and efficiency of operations.  

Advanced scale
ticketing software

Loadout integration for
truck and rail

Real-time dispatch and
delivery tracking

Seamlessly integrated
quoting and back office
functionality

Easily scaleable for
operations of all sizes
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The Supplier Collaboration Platform for Your Heavy Work


